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It is common for treatments to be evaluated in clinical trials that involve many sites or centers, primarily because one center rarely can enroll sufficient numbers of patients to complete the trial.1 The use of multiple clinical sites introduces complexity because outcomes at different sites may be systematically different, eg, due to differences in patient populations, ancillary treatment practices, or other factors. Thus, appropriate statistical analyses of multicenter clinical trials consider these center effects to yield a better understanding of the overall mean treatment effect and the variability in treatment effects and patient outcomes among sites.1

In the May 15, 2018, issue of JAMA, Dodick et al2 published the results of a clinical trial that compared migraine prevention by 2 different dosing regimens of fremanezumab vs placebo. The number of migraine days were recorded during a 28-day baseline period and a 3-month treatment period. The primary outcome for the study was the change from baseline in the mean number of monthly migraine days during treatment. The 875 participating patients were recruited from 123 centers in 9 countries. Using a primary analysis that accounted for each patient’s mean number of migraines during the baseline period,2 treatment, country (US vs non-US), and other factors, the authors reported a difference with monthly dosing vs placebo of 1.5 days (95% CI, –2.01 to –0.93 days; P < .001) and with single higher dosing vs placebo of 1.3 days (95% CI, –1.79 to –0.72 days; P < .001). They also conducted a post hoc sensitivity analysis that accounted for effects of the specific country of enrollment.2

Estimating Treatment Effects in Multicenter Clinical Trials

Why Are Differences Between Centers Considered

When Estimating Treatment Effects?
The goals of the statistical analysis of a multicenter clinical trial include providing a valid estimate of the treatment effect (ie, the mean difference in outcomes between patients treated in the 2 groups) and understanding and quantifying the remaining uncertainty or precision in the estimated treatment effect.1 Patients treated at different centers may differ in their overall prognoses but experience the same relative benefit of a treatment compared with standard care. Alternatively, patients at different centers may differ in both their overall prognoses and in the treatment effect. Only the first case is considered in this article.

The randomization of patients to treatments in multicenter trials is usually stratified by center to achieve balance in the numbers of patients receiving each treatment within each center and, in what follows, it is assumed this has been done.4 Balance improves the statistical efficiency of the trial, increasing precision in the estimation of treatment effects given a particular sample size. It also reduces the risk in modestly sized trials that chance imbalance in treatment allocation at centers with smaller numbers of patients results in a bias if that center has better or worse outcomes on average than other centers.1,4

Center effects, including systematic differences in outcomes between patients enrolled in different centers, have the potential to affect the estimate of the treatment effect (eg, if patients vary in severity of illness from center to center, any imbalance in treatment allocation within centers could affect the estimate of the treatment effect). However, a potentially more important and less well-appreciated effect of differences between centers is on the uncertainty or the precision in the estimate of the treatment effect. Even when stratified randomization is used successfully to achieve balance between groups across centers,4 the resulting confidence intervals (CIs) and P values can change substantially depending on whether the center effect is included in the statistical model used to estimate the treatment effect, potentially affecting the overall interpretation of the clinical trial result.1

The uncertainty in the estimate of the treatment effect is defined by the variability in the estimates that would be obtained, hypothetically, if equivalent multicenter clinical trials were independently repeated many times. There are two distinct ways that such repetition might be conducted. First, the same centers might be used but the random treatment allocation (eg, which treatment is assigned to each patient in sequence) would be changed from repetition to repetition, maintaining stratification to balance treatments within each center time. Second, different centers could also be used for each trial, selected from a larger pool of centers with similar characteristics. Only the first approach is considered here, which addresses the uncertainty in the treatment effect obtained from the original trial with those particular centers. The second type of repetition, with variation in the participating centers, would address a more general type of uncertainty—including uncertainty due to difference in the treatment effect among centers—that is beyond the scope of this discussion.

Suppose the same multicenter clinical trial results were analyzed using 2 different statistical models. First, a simple model is used that does not include a term for center effect, so all variability is assumed to arise only from the inherent variation among patients but without any systematic differences from center to center. Second, a more appropriate model is used that separates the variability arising from differences among patients within centers from the variability arising from differences among centers. The uncertainty in the treatment effect obtained from the 2 models, representing the variability in the mean treatment effect that would be seen in the repeated equivalent trials, and reflected in the width of the 95% CI around the estimated treatment effect, will be different. The first model, without the center effect, will overestimate the variability in the estimated mean treatment effect because it assumes that all variability is an inherent characteristic of the patient population. This will result in an overly wide CI and decreased statistical power (the overly wide CI will be more likely to include a zero or null treatment effect, equivalent to a nonstatistically significant P value). In contrast, the model incorporating the center effect will correctly recognize that some of the variability is a characteristic of patients within each center and some is a characteristic of differences in populations enrolled at different centers, and eliminate the latter. This will...
reduce the estimated variability for patients within each center, resulting in a narrower, more accurate CI and increased power.

How Are Center Effects Incorporated into Estimates of Treatment Effects?

Various statistical models can be used to account for center effects when estimating the treatment effect. The simplest way is to consider centers as fixed effects—each center is associated with its own effect on patient outcomes—in an appropriate model. This approach can be used in linear models, survival analysis, or logistic regression for dichotomous outcomes and, in each case, allows for the greater similarity among treatment outcomes within a center compared with across centers.

Limitations of Estimates of Treatment Effects From Multicenter Clinical Trials

It is often stated that the purpose of enrolling patients at multiple centers is to increase the external generalizability of the trial results; however, centers are typically selected for factors (eg, academic affiliations, large patient volumes) intended to speed enrollment and that limits the generalizability of results to other clinical settings. Thus, even estimates from multicenter clinical trials may lack external validity when applied to qualitatively different practice settings.

Each of the models used to adjust for center effects have underlying assumptions regarding how the differences between centers affect patient outcomes or, similarly, how patients within centers are more similar on average than patients between centers. If these assumptions do not hold true, then the results of the analyses may be biased or estimates of uncertainty may be incorrect, affecting the statistical significance of results or the width of CIs.

How Were the Multicenter Data Analyzed in the Study by Dodick et al?

The 875 participating patients were recruited in 123 centers in 9 countries and randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio to the 3 treatments. Patient randomization was stratified by sex, country, and baseline preventive medication used. The primary analysis used analysis of covariance to adjust for the influence of the 3 stratification factors, the number of episodes occurring in the baseline period, and the number of years since first onset of migraine. The effect of country was simplified by reducing this variable to only 2 groups: US vs non-US. To more completely evaluate the potential "country effect" (analogous to the "center effect" described above), the authors conducted a "post hoc sensitivity analysis using a mixed-effects model that included country instead of region as a random effect." The results of this analysis are presented in eTable 4 in the article's Supplement 3, demonstrating a difference from placebo with monthly dosing of −1.5 (95% CI, −2.00 to −0.93) and a difference with the single higher dose of −1.3 (95% CI, −1.79 to −0.72). These results are almost identical to those of the primary analysis, suggesting that either there was little effect of country on the results or that all effect of the country was captured by simply distinguishing US sites from non-US sites.

How Should the Results From This Study Be Interpreted?

The treatment effects estimated by Dodick et al, and the associated CIs, were nearly identical regardless of whether the effect of location of enrollment was dichotomized as within or outside of the US, or captured as the country of enrollment, with 9 possibilities. The consistency suggests that the variability in outcomes associated with the location of enrollment is either small or is captured similarly by both models. The results from the model adjusting for the country of enrollment is the preferred estimate, because there is no harm in the adjustment if the country-to-country variability is unimportant and the adjustment is critically important for correctly determining the uncertainty in the estimate of the mean treatment effect if the country-to-country variability turns out to be substantial. In both the primary and post hoc sensitivity analyses, the models partitioned the variability in patient outcomes between that associated with the location of enrollment (US vs non-US or by country) and that associated with differences between patients, resulting in more accurate CIs than would have obtained had these effects not been included.
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